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Elevated blazer

The essential blazer remains strong, with
comfort continuing to be key. Prints and
�uid fabrics drive newness.

The everyday blazer is refreshed through
small floral motifs and slinky fabrics to
maintain a feminine slant – an important
consideration for the Chinese market.

Silhouettes are so�ened with rounded,
oversized shoulders, easy wrap ties and
gathers as a practical element, as confirmed in
the flex-leisure blazer in our A/W 22/23 Buyers'
Briefing.

Key fabrics : use all natural certified chintzy
fine linens, lyocell and slinky cupro blends.
Keep it cool and lightweight with shine, offering
dressed-up appeal suitable for
# BusinessCasual ranges.

Merchandis ing: highlight versatility by pairing
the blazer with so� oversized dresses, relaxed
trousers and shorts in # TailoredSets.

WGSN Fashion Feed: # RelaxedSuiting,
# TailoredSets
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#BusinessCasual trouser

The #WideLegTrouser appeals to
consumers who continue to prioritise
comfort, even across formal styles.

A key item for S/S 22, wide-leg trousers will
evolve into a smarter, more versatile piece for
A/W 22/23 and continue that trajectory into S/S
23 as people return to the office. Position them
as a comfort-led formal style for
# BusinessCasual attire as well as a relaxed
#Workleisure piece due to the uncertainty of
post-lockdown work environments in first and
second-tier cities a�er winter.

Key details : deep pleats, elasticated
waistbands and adjustable belts keep the cut
roomy and comfortable. Extra front leg
slits/vents add breathability and volume to a
draped leg.

Fabrics : choose weighted fabrics that give the
trouser drape and movement for luxe appeal.
Look to lyocell and compact cupro blended
linens. Use jerseys and Tencel denim for a
youthful and casual mood.
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Bleisure dress

Adaptable hybrid styles that can move from
work to leisure and occasionwear pick up
pace.

A bleisure to leisure lifestyle shi� blurs the
lines of work and leisure time, as noted in our
S/S 23 Design-Wise Forecast. Keep silhouettes
roomy and easy to wear via gathering and
pleating techniques for # FabricManipulation.

Key details : use adjustable drawstrings to
control volume and add surface interest and
versatility throughout the day. Necklines
should be collarless or classic to allow ease of
wear without constraint. Create statement
sleeves with volume for comfort and drama.

Key up dates : enhance silhouettes with colour
and prints, making colours easy to pair with
blazers to transition through work, leisure and
evening. Keep the overall look feminine.

Sus tainability: prioritise fabric that deliver
close-to-skin comfort and wellness. Opt for
FSC-certified cellulosic modal, lyocell blends
and sheer cotton silk blends or linen blends to
enhance breathability and comfort during
humid months.

WGSN Fashion Feed: # PrettyFeminine,
#VolumeDress, # BusinessCasual
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City shorts

Extending comfort from home to work,
shorter proportions add an edge
to #Workleisure shorts.

City shorts are  important for summer's easy
dressing as consumers remain cautious and
favour versatile pieces. Adjust leg widths and
lengths according to your customer. Oversized
and extra short styles will appeal to fashion-
led shoppers, while mid-thigh chinos and semi-
tailored designs have wider commercial
appeal.

Key details : seek a pleated front or elasticated
waist for mid-thigh A-line silhouettes. Add cuffs,
keeping items smart and clean for work while
retaining comfort. Shorts in lengths just above
the knee can replace the pencil skirt for ease
of movement.

Fabrics : prioritise low-impact cellulosics and
GOTS-certified cottons. Explore FSC linens and
ramie blends with cellulosic fibres.

Merchandis ing: look to new styling cues with
the # MatchingSet, mixing neutral coloured
items with bright knitwear or jersey and
layering shorts with a longline blazer or shirt
to # SmartenUp.

WGSN Fashion Feed: # CityShort,
# BaggyShort
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#TranquilBlue

This calming mid-tone calls to mind water
and air, resonating during times of high
anxiety.

The mood-boosting properties of colour are
important in turbulent times that fuel a need
for restorative energy.

Gaining traction in the market and noted in
our China Colour Forecast S/S 23,
# TranquilBlue, a key global S/S 23 colour, is
set to grow in popularity and can be used as a
premium choice for various categories. Use this
shade on tops and dresses, particularly
occasionwear and separates with high-shine
qualities. A contemporary update for prints, it
offers a fashion-led direction that remains
accessible and commercial, moving the bright
palette away from the acid hues of previous
seasons.

Merchandis ing: layer this mid-tone blue with
lighter hues and crisp white for a sophisticated
and laid-back look.

Key items : knitwear, high-shine dresses, shirts
and blazers, accessories, layering separates
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Pretty in pink

As pink continues to resonate, expand the
palette with a focus on gentle, super
feminine hues.

Bubblegum Pink remains steady and hits of
energetic # HyperPink are rising in popularity,
especially in the youth and high-fashion
markets where it's well suited to occasionwear.
Refresh this colour statement by working
shades of pink together in a # MatchingSet or
layered outfits. Look to the so�er pastel of
Pink Diamond for newness.

Key fabrics : use tactile techniques such as
plissé and high-shine silkies to give
sophisticated depth to the colour.

Link s elling opp or tunities : use pink as a base
for abstract art placement prints. Apply it to
add-on trims on hats and accessories, such as
pink-based prints for scarves, to maximise its
impact in styling.

WGSN Fashion Feed: # SweetPink,
# ColouredSuit
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Green evolution

Back #GetYourGreens as a colour story that
elevates the mood and inspires optimism.

A key direction for A/W 22/23, # GetYourGreens
focuses on upli�ing green tones that continue
to resonate for S/S 23, including sharper hues.
These impactful shades started to gain traction
in Shanghai street style post-lockdown.

Styling: fashion-forward occasion dressing in
eye-catching Astro Green brims with
personality, as do stand-out accessories.
Feature green in prints, knitwear separates or
accessories grounded with white for an easy-to-
wear aesthetic. Pair # LimeGreen with
#AstroGreen for high-energy active looks.
Move to harmonious Apple Mint, a calmer
shade, as society slowly adapts to a 'new'
normal while continuing to engage with nature
and embrace the benefits of the outdoors.

WGSN Fashion Feed: # HyperBrights,
# BrightBasics, # DopamineBrights,
# JoyfulExpression
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Neutrals

Choose naturally dyed fabrics in
#Unbleached hues for the ultimate
alternative to dye-coloured fabrics.

Neutrals are timeless and versatile, balancing
the season's vibrant shades. Although white
remains key, neutrals provide a so�er, more
favourable solution for the environment via
natural dyestuffs, as seen at Icicle, which has
long been eco conscious and chose to engage
in better environmental practices. Opt for
natural dyes that use little or no chemicals and
less water. This soothing direction is suited to
silhouettes that allow ease of movement.

Merchandis ing: for the changing climates of
S/S, keep looks versatile by layering longline
blazers or knits with long dresses, creating
interesting # LayeredSheers with contrasting
textures.

Sus tainability: look to so� pinks, mellow
yellows and green hues that can be achieved
with low-impact dyes. Unbleached organic
materials harness the growing focus on
sustainability and aid goals that China and the
world need to meet.

WGSN Fashion Feed: # SustainableColour,
#AllNaturalDyes, # Sustainability
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#Cutout

Taking on a subtle and functional direction,
cutout techniques have been adapted to aid
versatility.

Cutouts will evolve in a more practical and
elegant direction, offering a pared-back take on
# SubversiveSexy styling.

Armholes and shoulder points are key
placement areas. Details reminiscent of
traditional Chinese closures with lattice lines
are a playful, feminine update to necklines.

Up dates : use elastic and # Ruching as for
waistbands and closures. Choose floral prints
to create pretty details for dresses.

Key fabrics : peek-a-boo details are subtle and
work well with textured fabrics. Consider
crinkled linens and pleated crushed textures
of cellulosic fibres. Juxtapose them with semi-
sheer plains or fluid jerseys that can be ruched
and gathered with drawstrings or elastic.

Key items : dresses, jackets, jumpsuits, casual
trousers and blouses
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Volume sleeves

Practical and comfortable oversized
silhouettes tackle the heat of summer while
making a statement.

Subtle # 80s references are noted in details
such as # ShoulderVolume, providing a
directional look. So� volume prevails through
feminine gathers, offering ease and comfort.
Explore new possibilities for sleeve shapes
through engineered pleating and oversized
cutting to aid volume. Rework necklines to be
overtly feminine and add to sleeve volume for a
playful look. Eye-catching bold prints will
enhance silhouettes.

Key details : lend volume to classic styles such
as the white shirt with blouson sleeves, adding
contrast via a controlled waist. Create blouses
with a sculptural, exaggerated form by using
gathering or smocking techniques on short
sleeves.

Key fabrics : use natural certified organic
cottons for structured looks and FSC cellulosic
blends for breathable alternatives for so�
volume cut closer to the body. Subtle crinkle
effects help keep the look so�.

WGSN Fashion Feed: # So�Volume,
# SculptedShoulder, # PuffSleeve
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Artful drape

Natural, sculptural
constructions are adaptable and can �atter
all body types.

This direction is all about ease, making it a firm
favourite for everyday wear. So�, artful draping
details are important, as seen in Deepmoss's
fluid and tactile forms, which have become the
brand's signature. Design with intention
through knotting, wrapping and twisting
techniques to avoid using additional hardware
closures. Allow for multi-wear styling
possibilities. # Draping is key to add an edge to
occasionwear.

Key fabrics : use fluid satins and textured
silkies with unique characteristics, such as the
directional crinkles seen in Deepmoss's core
fabrics. Update with prints or # NaturalDye
looks with blurred digital prints.

Merchandis ing: pair so� separates such as
tops with wide and tapered tailored trousers
for a sophisticated look that is versatile enough
for casual occasions, offering longevity.

Sus tainability: use whole fabric drapes
without leaving cutting waste for dresses and
tops. Prioritise multi-wear possibilities in more
sustainable fabrications, using knotting and
wrapping to avoid using non-essential
hardware.

WGSN Fashion Feed: # DrapedDress,
# FabricManipulation, # ModernOccasion
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Krafty kidult

The uptrending #Handcrafted movement
goes hand-in-hand with playful #Kidult
details.

Fun creations that offer a sense of optimism
feature charms, floral and fruit motifs, pets and
cute mythical creatures. Focus on small
batches customised by hand for unique appeal.
Capitalise on childhood nostalgia, which is
popular for consumers of all ages, and nod to
# JoyfulExpression.

Link s elling opp or tunities : work with artists
or licensed characters for creative capsules
with kitsch graphics, as seen in the Tokidoki x
Ochirly collaboration. Include moveable
charms that can be worn with different
placements or other outfits.

Sus tainability: use surplus trims and upcycle
fabrics and yarns to add small handcra�ed
# ConsciousCra�ing details.

Key details : oversized jewelled trims, fringing,
crochet edgings, ruffles, conversational
patches, embroideries using ribbons and yarns
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#SoftFocus

Out-of-focus prints in hazy warm
#DustedPastels continue to have a renewed
energy and fresh aesthetic.

Already working well for dresses and
separates for several seasons, embrace the
popularity of these prints by experimenting
with scale. Apply them as placement prints on
classic shirts and dresses. Look to so�ly
washed out, magnified # TieDye effects and
explore the works of contemporary Chinese
shan shui (a traditional style of landscape
painting) artists for colourful watery ink effects
and abstract ideas to refresh blurred florals.

Sus tainability: abstract prints are on the rise
as nondescript patterns have longevity and
work well in any direction.

Key items : bleisure dresses, blouses, shirts,
statement blazers, jersey tops

WGSN Fashion Feed: #Watercolour,
# So�Focus, # DigitalFilter
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Documenting nature

Prints and graphics have purposeful
content with a focus on nature and
wellbeing.

Bring a different perspective to prints by
exploring slow-paced fashion aesthetics
through one-of-a kind botanical drawing
patterns created from real plants and flowers.
Expand this direction to include groups of
natural collectibles such as seashells. As
consumers spend more time at home and yearn
to go outdoors, it is important to document
what is precious to nature.

Sus tainability: use digital printing techniques
on a light base to recreate painted and
watercolour patterns for a high level of detail.
Create an ethereal, dreamlike quality with lots
of open space.

Key details : scale up individual flowers, fruits
and leaves as placement prints for pockets and
offset on jersey tops for a timeless look.

Key items : separates, matching sets, trousers,
dresses, intimates, accessories
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Heritage patterns

Study and invest in symbolic patterns
inspired by local heritage to evoke nostalgia.

Integrate subtle expressions of cultural
heritage. Following the guochao trend, brands
are reformulating in respectful ways,
incorporating deeper meaning in new Chinese
stories to be treasured. JNBY collaborated
with five artists of different disciplines to
explore the theme "Spring comes and grass
grows", which paved the way for another collab
between JNBY x Tao Body Theater (Weibo,
YouTube), # JNBY×陶身体：对话陶冶 #  which
sought to merge the body, local spirit and
contemporary art.

Key details : use one-colour prints or
embroidery to enhance the form, or gentle
tones that work with neutral bases. For a more
youthful approach, use highly stylised graphics
of recognisable elements such as clouds as
kitschy repeats in digitalised forms, as seen in
Peacebird's guardian lion pattern.

Key items : blazers, dresses, matching sets,
contemporary qipaos and modern Tang suits,
easy-to-wear Indigenous-inspired separates

Brands : Exception, Ms Min, JNBY, Angel Chen,
Ban Xiaoxue

WGSN Fashion Feed: # FolkloricDiscovery,
# Handcra�ed, # Pixelated
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New optics

Combine cutout prints with trending
#NewWave swirls to hit two key trends.

Going dramatic with scale, stencil foliage
continues to take on more abstract cutout
forms.

Keep florals and painterly brushstrokes an
easy-to-wear commercial direction. Update
them with rippling movements and animal-like
markings for youthful appeal. Use tonal
combinations for items designed for everyday
wear. Directional brands can go bold with
clashing colour combinations for strong
contrast.

Key details : mix scale and colour in a
hypnotising optical look for prints. Use simple
silhouettes as a canvas for showing off the
print. Try pleated bases for more optical
illusions.

Key items : volume dress, shirt dress, resort
shirts, separates

WGSN Fashion Feed: # CutoutPrints,
#AbstractAnimal, # GraphicSkins
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1 2 3 4
Action points

Income insecurity will be experienced
by many by 2023, so prioritise
innovation, quality and versatility to
attract consumers. Be innovative with
designs, helping the consumer adapt
quickly via thoughtful design as the
economy goes through its waves. Focus
on workleisure and comfort

Introduce and balance familiar aspects
of design by looking inwards for
inspiration. Disposable income will be
tight due to market fluctuations and
consumers will remain cautious. Don't
overbuy into quick trends; limit them to
marketing campaigns and offer
commercial versions, as seen at JNBY's
love 虎 capsule, which uses a play on
homophones (the pronunciation of 'love
虎' is similar to 'love you') for sharing
well wishes

Revisit all aspects of design in line with
China's environmental goals. Consider
the environmental impact at every step
of design, make and wear. Design with
circularity to account for the
environmental impact of the end-use
apparel. Reduce fabric mixes and trims
that cannot be dissembled. Invest in
natural innovations alongside low-
impact dyes and pigments for prints and
materials

Brands have been embracing 3D design
during long lockdowns, opening up
creative opportunities for designers to
develop products digitally and explore
the metaverse. Although in close
proximity to their supply chain, brand's
logistics were disrupted due to
restricted travel. This spurred the
growth of 3D services such as Style3D

Flex design appeal to meet
challenging times ahead

Adopt regional-speci�c
elements to facilitate a stronger
connection to the consumer

Be design-wise: seek
sustainability over newness and
appeal to longevity

Embrace 3D design for
ef�ciency and explore China's
metaverse for more
opportunities
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https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/89918#page5
https://weibo.com/1053819755?refer_flag=1001030103_&layerid=4771170026784843
https://www.linctex.com/
https://www.wgsn.com/fashion/article/91559?lang=en
https://www.wgsn.com/insight/article/93684

